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The educational possibilities of the film

have been realised, and in many places

greatly appreciated, for some years back, and
it is encouraging to know that no less than thirty-eight nations have agreed to adopt free trade where films of an educational nature are concerned. The credit for bringing about this satisfactory arrangement is entirely due to the League of Nations, whose work has been of great benefit to mankind in bringing about international co-operation for the improvement of social conditions generally.

The countries signing agree to accord, within six months of the convention coming into force, exemption from all Customs duties and charges of any kind in respect of importation of films of this character. The interpretation of the agreement is sufficiently wide to ensure liberal definitions as to what would come under the heading of educational, for not only are technical and scientific
films specially mentioned, but those which have

a real bearing on health and social welfare are also included. In fact any film which depicts the conditions under which other people have to live should have the same facilities extended to it; for, apart from presenting a useful lesson in geography, such films create a certain sympathy for other people's difficulties.